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Hopkins And Allen Double Barrel Shotgun Serial Numbers

Here is a really nice, old 12 gauge, side by side, double barrel shotgun, with STEEL BARRELs and outside hammers.. I'll need the buyer to provide proof of age, include a statement that there are no state or local laws barring this purchase and include $35 shipping.. The metal surfaces are nice with some case colors visible in protected areas The barrels retain about 90% blue, mixed with patina.. There are no records available to give a more exact date Hopkins and Allen Arms Company purchased Forehand Arms Company in 1902 and continued to manufacture many Forehand models under the H & A name.. H Davenport Arms Company in 1902 and continued to produce Davenport and Forehand shotgun designs under the
Davenport name until 1908 and Hopkins and Allen name until 1915.. If marked Hopkins and Allen Arms Company, it was manufactured between 1898 and 1915.. The action is very tight with no looseness at all at the breech The woord is solid with no cracks and is full length to the original butt plate.. My father recently got a 12-Gage double-barreled Hopkins & Allen Shotgun and is trying to obtain a $ value as well as a manufacturing date.. NO RESERVE!!!Here is a really nice, old 12 gauge, side by side, double barrel shotgun, with STEEL BARRELs and outside hammers.

The barrel ribs are tight and the barrels 'ring' when you tap them This is an ANTIQUE so NO FFL is required.. If the shotgun is marked Hopkins and Allen Manufacturing Company, Norwich Conn It was made between circa 1880-1885 and 1898.. The barrels measure 30 inches and appear to be choked FULL and FULL The bores are mirror bright.. Value would range fron $ Aaron: You have a Forehand New Perfection Model made in the period 1902-circa 1908.. The Forehand name was dropped after a few years Value would range from $75 to $315 depending on mechanical condition and remaining original finish.. This shotgun appears to be somewhat off face and not considered safe to use with modern ammunition Retail value
for a gun in the condition shown would range from $50 to $100 depending on mechanical and bore condition.. He took it to a reputable gun smith and he stated that he doesn't believe that its a Damascus barrel and that it can shoot low 12-Gage shells.. The barrels measure 30 inches and appear to. Jul 26, 2016 - One feature found on all H&A double barrel guns is the 'rib Hopkins and allen shotgun can you tell me anything the serial number is197007.. No record are available to give a more exact date of manufacture Hopkins and Allen purchased Forehand Arms Company and W.
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